IT ALL STARTS [AND ENDS] WITH FAT

VASERlipo® + PUREGRAFT® = A Controlled, Integrated Fat Management System

**HARVEST**

Puregraft’s closed filtration technology purifies fat tissue, removing >95% of contaminants in less than 15 minutes*

**PROCESS**

Purified fat available for reinjection

**DELIVER**

**VASERlipo**

• Precise body contouring in a single treatment
• Minimally invasive liposuction technology preserves fat viability for harvesting
• Designed to optimize every step of the aesthetic procedure, creating new opportunities for your talent

**PUREGRAFT**

• Simplified, sterile processing delivers viable, purified fat in under 15 minutes
• Closed-system designed to prevent contamination
• Differentiate your practice with the only system clinically validated to improve long-term graft retention†


VASERlipo indications for use include the fragmentation, emulsification, and aspiration of subcutaneous fatty tissues for aesthetic body contouring.
The Puregraft System is indicated for use in the harvesting, filtering and transferring of autologous fat tissue for reinjecting back into the same patient for aesthetic body contouring.
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Contact your VASERlipo representative to learn more: +1.877.782.2286 www.vaser.com